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Emerson.
W h e n an individual finds himself for the first time in a strange
land, he feels an impulse to break
away from the old customs of his
former life, and the mind is restless and eager to solve the questions and difficulties presented by
the new surroundings.
After America had taken her
place in the world a restlessness of
this kind became manifest a m o n g
the thinking people of t h e age.
She had taken a new step in the
direction of civil and religious freedom. And since one advance or
reform suggests another, it is not
•surprising that America should
have become the arena of numerous social and religious reformers
and theorists, of whom Emerson
and Hawthorne
are foremost.
Hawthorne in his " E a r t h ' s H o l o caust" and "Blitliedale R o m a n c e "
weighed what was^ passing and delivered the verdict to posterity.
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Emerson
was never
distin- them words of reason," and it is on
guished in college, but he acted this plane of inspiration that "the
upon the principle " W h a t we do memory carries centuries of obsernot call education is more gracious vations in a single formula."
than what we do call education,"
Emerson is distinguished for a
while as to his moral training he singular union of poetic imaginacan be said to possess none. T h e tion with practical acutenes's. H e
truth and purity he possessed was is evidently a man not easily deby natural instinct. I t is said he ceived in matters pertaining t o the
knew of temptation only by hear- ordinary course of human afifairs.
say. T h e voice of conscience con- His observations a r e marked with
victing men of sin was never heard rare sagacity. And in his philoin his soul.
sophical views he is said to apH e had but one gospel and proximate Fischte.
His essays by their great origispent his whole life in saying in
various ways only one thing. Li nality and beauty of thought
any o n e of his essays, intelligently gained for him a reputation that
will live throughout ages, and ever
read, may be found the germ of
his whole philosophy, which he be fresh in the memories of the
wrote by a sort of natural instinct. young, both in the old and t h e
In his work he has underrated the new world. H i s essay o n Nature
difficulties of man and greatly ex- being one of his principal producaggerated his power.
H i s works tions, but his reputation as a
are praised more by the young thinker doubtless rests upon " R e p who are likely to think all things resentative Men," a production in.
possible in life, than by the mature which t h e writer simply announces
who have passed the greater por- his own views and allows the readtion of life and are conscious of its er to accept o r reject according to
his own capability.
possibilities.
"Emerson's poetry has the same
aim and motive as his prose; and
when h e chooses a subject sublime enough to match his genius,
the result of incomparably the loftiest and profoundest poetry produced in this country. The poet
and philosopher are at one in h i m ;
the one not less than the other"
postpones the apparent order and
relation of things to the empire of
thought "he invests stones and
dust with humanity and makes

As time passes and the average
mind approaches that of the philosopher, his works will certainly
become more popular a m o n g general readers, and their beauties
and profound thought will rank
him as the Shakespeare of America. .
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Miierary,
"An English Squire."

A character sketch from Bracebridge Hall.
In my opinion, Bracebridge
HaU is more cliaracteristic of
Washington Irving than any of his
other writings. It is purely English in subject and humor, and
shows to what account an American observer has turned his experience of English country life.
This work can hardly be called
a story, as it has no plot, but is
merely a succession of sketches of
scenes and characters which surrounded him at the time.
He has given us a splendid picture of the English gentry and the
manners and customs of rural life.
His style is favorably shown here,
smooth, pleasant and flowing.
Without pretension to brilliancy
or extensive research, Irving displays admirable talent for employing existing materials to the best
effect, and bringing scenes and incidents vividly before the eye. The
description and delicate humor is
not unworthy of his evident model,
Addison, and his character, the
Squire bears no little resemblance
to that of Sir Roger de Coverley.
A synopsis of the book would
be most appropriate just here, for
the benefit of those who have not
read it.
The marriage of JuHa Templeton, the Squire's ward, to Captain
Bracebride, his son, is about to be
celebrated, the guests assemble
some weeks before to be present
at the nuptials. Irving is a guest
there, and his characters are
drawn from the retainers, inmafes

characterizes and individualizes
him as it is his opinions, thoughts,
mode of life and eccentric notions,

which, no doubt, were prevalent at our valleys smoking with steam engines, and the din of the hammer
the time, an'd he is only a type.
"This old gentleman is rusticated and loom scaring away all our rua little by living almost entirely on ral delights. What's to become of
his estate, and he is something of a merry old England when its manor
humorist, as Englishmen are apt houses are all turned into manufacto become, when they have an op- tories and its strong peasantry into
portunity of living in their own pin-makers and stocking weavers?
I look in vain for merry Sherwood,
way.
and
all the greenwood haunts of
I like his hobby passing well,
Robin
Hood. I have stood on the
however, which is a bigoted devoruins
of
Dudley Castle and looked
tion to old English manners and
around
with
an aching heart, on
customs; it jumps a little with my
what
were
once
its feudal domains
own humor, having, as yet, a liveof
verdant
and
beautiful
country.
ly and unsated curiosity about the
Sir,
these
manufactories
will
be the
ancient and genuine characterisruin
of
our
rural
manners;
they
tics of my fatherland.
will destroy the national character;
There are some traits about the
they will not leave materials for a
Squire's family which appear to
single line of poetry,' The Squire
me to be national. It is one of the
is apt to wax eloquent on such
old aristocratical families, peculiar
themes, and I am told that he really
to England, and scarcely undergrieves at the growing of trade.
stood in other countries; that is to
I must mention some of his pesay, famihes of the ancient gentry,
who, though destitute of titled culiarities in regard to the educa-1
rank, maintain a high ancestral tion of his sons. He took great]
pride, who look down on all nobil- pains to form their minds, and tO;(
ity of recent creation, and would inculcate what he calls good
consider it a sacrifice of their dig- English principles. There is onei
nity to merge the venerable name author of whom he cannot speak
without indignation, which is Chesof their house in a modern title.
The mansion is an old manor terfield.
house, standing in a retired and
He avers that he did much at the
beautiful part of Yorkshire, Its in- time to injure true natiunal char- ^
habitants have always been regard- acter, and to introduce instead oi
ed as the 'great ones of the earth,' open, manly sincerity, a hollow perand the littie village near the Hall fidious courtliness. 'Many of Lord
looks up to the Squire with almost Chesterfield's maxims,' he affiniiN
feudal homage. An old manor 'would make a young man a mere
house and an old family of this kind man of pleasure; but an EngHsli
are rarely to be met with at the gentleman should not l:)c a mere
present day; and it is probably the man of pleasure. He has no right
peculiar humor of the Squire that to such selfish indulgence. His
has retained the secluded specimen ease, his leisure, his opulence, are
of English housekeeping in some- debts to his country, which I"'
thing like the genuine old style.
must ever stand ready to discharge
It seems to be the study of the He must be a man at all point-^'
Squire to adhere as much as possi- simple, frank, courteous, intelHgei''
ble to what he considers the old accomplished and informed; "P"
landmarks of English manners.
right, intrepid and disinterested:
He is very conservative and one who can mingle among free''
much opposed to progression of men; one who can cope with stater
xny kind, particularly manufacto- men; who can champion his coun-ies, 'Why, sir,' he will say with try, either at home or abroad. I"'
emotion, 'it makes my heart bleed country where intellect and action
to see all our fine streams dammed are trammeled and restrained, me"
im and bestrode by cotton mills • of rank and fortune may beconi'
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idlers and triflers with impunity;
but an English coxcomb is inexcusable; and this, perhaps, is the
reason why he is the most offensive
and insupportable coxcomb in the
world.'
H e would take his boys in the
library, which is h u n g with the portraits of Sidney, Surrey, Raleigh,
Wyatt and o t h e r s ; ' L o o k at those
models of true English gentlemen,
my sons,' he would say with enthusiasm ; 'those were men that
wreathed the graces of the most
delicate and refined taste around
the stern virtues of the soldier; that
mingled what was gentle and gracious, with what was hardy and
manly; that possessed the true
chivalry of spirit which is the exalted essence of manhood. They
are the lights by which the youth
of the country should array themselves. They were the ideals of
their country at h o m e ; they were
the illustrators of its dignity
abroad. These are the men for E n glish gentlemen to study. Chesterfield with his cold and courtly maxims would have impoverished such
spirits These a r e the men, my
sons,' the Squire would continue,
'that show to what o u r national
character may be exalted, when its
strong and powerful qualities are
duly wrought up and refined. T h e
solidest bodies are capable of the
highest polish, and there is no character that may be wrought to a
more
exquisite
and
unsulHed
brightness than that of the true English gentleman.'
There is an odd mixture of eccentricity and good sense in all tlie
opinions of my worthy h o s t ; he always objected to his sons riding in
carriages. H e often rails against
the universal use of carriages. It
was thought in his younger days a
kind of solecism, and to savor of
efifeminacy for a y o u n g gentleman
in the flourishing time of his age to
creep into a coach and to shroud
himself from wind and weather.
' O u r great delight was to outbrave
the blustering Boreas upon a great
horse; to a r m and prepare ourselves to go with Mars and Bellona

into the field, was our sport and
pastime; coaches and caroches we
left unto them for whom they were
invented, for ladies, decrepit age
and impotent people.'
The Squire insists that the E n glish gentlemen have lost much of
their hardiness and manhood since
the introduction of carriages. The
young men of those days were rendered brave and lofty, and generous
in their notions, by almost living in
their saddles, and having their
'foaming steeds like proud seas under them,' In conformity with this
idea, the Squire had his boys on
horseback at an early age, and
made them ride slap dash about the
country, without flinching at a
hedge, or ditch, or stone wall, to
the imminent danger of their necks.
What a dififierence between the
mode of traveling in those days and
at present.
At t h a t time when a gentleman
went o n a distant journey, he sallied forth like a knight-errant on an
enterprise, and every family excursion was a pageant. H o w splendid and fanciful must one of these
domestic cavalcades have been,
where the beautiful dames were
mounted on palfreys magnificently
caparisoned with embroidered harness, all tinkling with silver bells,
attended by cavaliers richly attired
on prancing steeds, and followed by
pages and serving men, as we see
represented in the old tapestry.
The gentry as they traveled about
in, those days were like moving pictures. They delighted the eyes and
awakened the admiration of the
common people, and passed before
them like superior beings, and indeed they were s o ; there was a
hardy and healthful exercise connected with this equestrian style
that made them generous and noble."
D. Lee Hutcheson.
A Trip to La Ventana.
From my window at the University of Arizona I look out directly
upon the Santa Catalina range of
mountains. W h e n I first came here
the temptation to take a "before

breakfast stroll" out to the mountains was as strong as ever came to
any "tenderfoot." Being informed
that the distance was fully ten
miles, I was restrained from actually starting out, but not until I had
made the trip several times o n my
wheel could I begin to make them
seem really so far away.
One of the first things to attract
my attention in studying at a distance the varying details of this
marvelous mass of rock and earth
was what appeared to be a hole
through a cliff at the very top of
the highest peak in sight. Finding
the people here ever ready to give
information, I soon became a walking interrogation point and learned,
a m o n g other things, that in this
case, at least, appearances were correct and that what seemed a mere
spot of light at this distance was a
hole eighteen or twenty feet in diameter right through the granite
chff. F r o m this fact it has been
given the Spanish name L a Ventana (the window.)
One Saturday not long ago a
party of us arranged to take a trip
to this rock-formed window. Everything was made ready the night
before, lunches, canteens for water,
cameras and old clothes. Promptly
at 4 a. m. the wagon drove up and
we started, eight in number. T h e
morning air was keen enough to
make overcoats and gloves a necessity. In such a company there are
always some who can make things
lively, and, though we were inclined to be a little sleepy at first,
long before we reached the mountains every fellow was wide awake
and fully conscious of possessing a
glorious appetite. Between the city
and the base of the mountains lies
a stretch of level country formed of
the debris that has been washed
from the mountains in the course
of past ages. As the annual rainfall in this part of the territory is
very light the uncultivated land is
practically a desert covered only by
a growth of mesquite bushes and a
few varieties of cacti. Where irrigation is possible ii becomes very
productive. O u r drive took us
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past Fort Lowell, where during the
Apache outbreaks, the government
kept a force of troops, but about
six years ago abandoned it. It is
now only a mass of broken adobe
walls, a picture of desolation.
Arriving at the mouth of Ventana canyon we hitched our horses
to a tree, fed them, ate our breakfast and made the final preparations
for the real business of the day. All
superfluous clothing was left in the
wagon, for it was expected that the
exercise would more than make up
for the coolness of the higher altitude. Each carried a lunch in his
pocket and a canteen or camera
strapped on his back, so as to leave
hands and arms perfectly free.
Our route lay up the bed of the
canyon for about three miles, winding back into the very heart of the
range and rising in that distance
about three thousand feet. For
most of this distance the rocks
forming the sides of the canyon are
very rugged, rising in some places
nearly perpendicular, in others
ranging back at a lesser angle and
covered with a dense underbrush.
The bed of the canyon is filled
with boulders of all possible sizes
that have fallen from the crags
above and been worn by the water
until they are as smooth as glass.
These afford a fine opportunity for
geological study, as the character
of the material and lines of stratification can be clearly traced.
Many of them also show veins of
other material running through
them in various directions.
At this season of the year there
is no water there, so we were able
to proceed in the very bottom of
the canyon, which made our task
much easier. Finally our guide
left the canyon and turned directly
up the mountain side, and from
there until we reached our goal it
was an almost hand-over-hand
climb of sixteen hundred feet,
through thick underbrush that
greatly hindered our progress, yet
in a way assisted us by affording a
firmer hold by which to draw ourselves up from rock to rock. By

the time we reached the base of the
window cliff it was noon and we
were very willing to sit down on a
flat rock and eat our lunch before
covering the short remaining distance to the window itself. After
a short rest we went on and soon
reached the goal which had cost us
five hours of as hard work as I care
to do very often, but it was well
vvortn the effort. .
A granite cliff thirty or forty feet
thick rises with perpendicular sides
two hundred or three hundred feet
above the top of the mountain.
About one hundred feet above its
base is the window, an irregular
hole about twenty feet long and
nearly as high, from which, for
some cause, the rocks had loosened
and fallen out. The country on
either side lay like a map at our
feet. The water courses could be
traced for miles. To the north a
peak of the Superstition mountains
one hundred and sixty miles away
was distincdy visible. One of our
party carried a small aneroid barometer by means of which he calculated the altitude of various
points on the way. The window
we found to be six thousand nine
hundred feet above the sea, or four
thousand six hundred feet above
Tucson.
We remained nearly an hour,
took several pictures of the window
and surrounding rocks, signed our
names on a card which a former
visitor had left there and started on
the return trip. I was much interested in noting the change in the
vegetation as we reached higher and
higher altitudes. The level oountry below is covered, as I have already mentioned, with low bushes.
Over the foot-hills and for some
distance up the mountains the most
conspicuous plants are the giant
cacti standing here and there Hke
sentinels, often fifteen or twenty
feet high. Gradually, as we ascend,
these give place to oaks and these
in turn to pines and an occasional
manzaneta tree. I felt as if I had
found an old friend when I came
up to the first large pine tree

standing straight as an arrow upw
a ledge of rock where there did no
seem to be enough soil to suppon
a bush.
Our downward trip was mucli
easier, but still not without its difficulties. I was reminded of Dr.
Forbes' description of his ascent of
the pyramids when he told us that
tlie descent was at times even more
difficult than the ascent. We
reached our wagon just after dark
and lost no time in getting started
on our homeward ride, tired but
well satisfied with the events of the
day.
"Vov hiin whose foot no crtiwiiiugcrest
ha.s scakHl
The firandest views upon tho earth are
vtih'd,
Ar.d small tho ineanliiir wifli whieli
i:fe i.s frauRht
To him w h o climbs no iiiinintain peak
of thoujrht."

J. S. Mann, '97,
U. of A., Tucson, Ariz.
T h e L e g e n d of the (First Kiss.

Long ago. where, I liave forgotten, I read the legend of the first
kiss. The pretty story has lingered
in my mind, and herr I shall attempt to repeat it, praying forgiveness for the faultiness • >f my rendition.
Long years ago, in .nicient Hellas, on the green slopo of a mountain near the sea lived a shepherd
called Creon. Tall he was,
straight like a young iiee, and his
eye was blue and feaiKss, and Ins
hair long and bright. His dress
was a shaggy lion's skin, and in his
hand he carried a pipe of reeds,
he could make music as sweet s
soft as ever Orpheus made to
charm the wild beasts from
lairs. And his songs were alloftlif
Cytherean goddess, and of the
gold-tipped arrows of her playf"'
son. and of that fair lad Hyme"'
whom lovers love. And always 0"^
name sounded through the melodies and echoed on the mouiita"|
top at dawn and at eve, a"'
through the golden days snng^"'
tenderness and passion, "laiitl'^
lanthe." For Creon loved
I..
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shepherdess lanthe, whose white
sheep grazed in the plain beneath.
W h e n in the early morning the
cloudless sky smiled down on him,
and the woods were fresh and dewy,
and the sea beyond lay sparkling
in the new-born light, then would
Creon stride down the mountain
side, and half shy, half bold, call to
the fair one. Truly she was fair, a
daughter of the nymphs, faircheeked, rosy-fingered, on whom
the gods had bestowed their choicest gifts. Phoebus had touched her
hair with gold and Love dwelt in
her eyes. And when Creon would
see her coming, white amongst her
white sheep, the song would die on
his lips, and silent he would stand
to greet her. And as yet he had
not spoken of his love to her.
Now there dwelt in the dark
woods on the mountain side an evil
Satyr, who, too, loved lanthe, but
with dark passion and wicked longing. Never yet had he dared to
show himself to her, for he knew
that his evil face would frighten
her, but lurking a m o n g the trees
he would follow her as she went,
and always he was waiting for a
chance to seize her, that he might
have her for his own. And he hated
Creon, because he knew that lanthe
looked favorably upon him. Often
the maiden, as light-hearted she fed
her sheep, singing her hymns to
Athena and to Pan, who guards
ever the shepherds, would feel a
shadow beside her, and would
tremble as though evil were near
her. But never did she see the evil
form that followed her a m o n g the
trees.
Now it happened that one morning Creon found glistening in the
light, a wonderful jewel, unlike any
that ever had been seen on earth
before. T h e thousand colors of Iris
shone in its depths, yet at first
sight it seemed to be of purest
white, and Creon looked upon it
as a gift from the gods, for long
he had been praying that some way
might be shown to him so that he
might tell lanthe of his love. And
with the gift of Zeus in his hand he

strode down the mountain side, and
he played upon his pipes, and taking courage, told her all his love in
song, and held the sparkling jewel
toward her, and lanthe listened and
drew near and put her hand in his.
But at that moment the wicked
Satyr rushed out of the woods, for
he had seen the bright gleam of the
gem and he desired it, but more
than any jewel he desired the faircheeked lanthe. And still holding
hands Creon and lanthe ran quickly away and fled from the Satyr,
but Creon put the sparkling jewel
in his mouth, that it might be safely kept. And on and o n they ran,
and left the Satyr far behind, but it
seemed sweet to run with clasped
hands through the flowery fields in
the golden light of morning.
At last, beside a clear fountain,
they stopped to rest. Flowers
seemed to spring up around them
and the birds sang joyously, and
still their hands were clasped; and
more than earthly joy was in their
hearts, for the gods were smiling
on them, and Creon bethought him
of the jewel, and how he might give
it to her, for he would not unclasp
his hands from hers, and leaning
toward her, he gently pressed his
lips to hers, that he might give her
the jewel, the gift of the gods, and
at that touch the shining jewel
changed into something elusive, a
bliss beyond words, a joy ineffable,
for then was born the lovers' kiss.
Cyrano de Bergerac,
Prof. S. H . Clark, of the University of Chicago, gave a dramatic
recital of Rostand's play, "Cyrano
de Bergerac," in the university auditorium on the evening of March
14. D e L a n d audiences, and especially university audiences, are said
to be cold, but certainly the large
audience that greeted Prof. Clark
showed no lack of responsiveness
either when he came upon the platform o r during the recital. The
hour spent with him was one long
to be remembered as an hour of
pleasure and profit.
The difficult feat of cutting Ros-

tand's play to reading length was
performed by Prof. Clark in a masterly manner. From the short but
comprehensive
introduction
to
the cHmax of the last act, there
was not one word that could have
been omitted nor one favorite passage that one looked for in vain.
As one of the audience expressed
it, the program was "meat all the
way through," Perhaps the thing
most noticeably good about the
cutting as an artistic piece of work
in itself, was the perfectly arranged
climax at the end of each act.
Prof. Clark could select no onetheme program that would give
him a better opportunity to display
his powers of technique than does
"Cyrano de Bergerac." R a n g i n g
as it does over the entire field of
human emotion—ev^ery variety of
humor, pathos, deepest tragedy—it
requires for its interpretation the
gamut of expression, both vocal
and pantomimic. N o fault can be
found with Mr. Clark's voice. It is
flexible, resonant, pure in tone,
well-modulated and of sympathetic
quality.
In bearing the reader was dignified and graceful, at ease with himself and his audience. It is often
said of Prof. Clark as a teacher that
he has no technique, but in his pantomimic as well as in his vocal exr
pression, he showed t h e most
magnificent mastery of technique,
an art so perfect that it seemed nature. His handling of the difficult
balcony scene, the fencing scene,
the scene in the cook-shop where
Roxane bathes Cyrano's wounded
hand are examples in point. You
never feel in watching Prof. Clark
that he does anything merely for
the sake of the movement itself.
Every slightest action is made because it must be, it is inevitable.
H e always completely subordinates
his own personality to that of the
person he is depicting.
Although Prof. Clark professes
to be a reader only, his work in
impersonation is strong, his characters being suggested rather than
represented. H e possesses equally
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with Powers the ability to create
the characters of an entire play. H e
showed great self restraint, however, in the delineation of subordinate characters, keeping all, even
Roxane, secondary to Cyrano.
Prof. Clark's best work was
found in the power with which he
developed and kept prominently
before the audience the central
theme of the play—the heroism of
Cyrano, the nobility of his character and the tragedy in his life. One
felt that the reader had held close
intercourse both with the literature
in Rostand's play and the soldier,
the poet, the lover and the moral
hero in the soul of Cyrano. At the
close of the evening's reading, the
audience felt not only a profound
respect and admiration for the author that Prof. Clark so powerfully
interpreted, but the spiritual uplift
that always comes from hearing
the works of the masters of tragedy.

O^iscelfaneous.
Business Versus Vertical Writing.
In the interest of business writing so strongly advocated by the
Business College of John B. Stetson University and for the benefit
of the teachers we publish the following address delivered by D. S.
Hill, Evansville, Indiana, before
the Western Penman's Association
held in Chicago December 27,
1899:
If ever material consideration
should be dismissed from our
minds and lives; if ever our
friends should see our hearts—our
inner-selves—it is in the assimilation of the educational "war dogs"
that are creating a turmoil in the
business world. A spirit of dissatisfaction and restlessness, an unjustified ambition of the so-called
educational dictators, ar^d the diverging tendency of human nature
are in a great measure responsible
for the contention over the relation
of the well defined laws of cause
and effect. Tlii=; is not a civil strife

among the business men, but a
misfortune thrown in the pathway
of our educational progress.
Educational vitality is exerting
an influence in two directions;
the development of society and
the adjustment and advancement
of the industrial machinery of
tht. country. The former is that
class whose ambition is to cultivate
an easy and satisfactory way of
tiiinking and living without taking
upon themselves any of the responsibilities of life; the latter is that
class which reaches beyond social
discipline and takes a rank a m o n g
the creative powers of commercial
development.
It must not be forgotten that
while business writing will meet the
requirements of society, it does not
follow that such writing as will
meet the demands of society will
stand the pressure of business.
Therefore I wish to take the position that vertical writing is a social
fad rather than a commercial necessity. The social market is supplied
by imagination and fluctuates with
the publication of each magazine.
Business is life, and demands a product susceptible to a steady growth.
The question arises, "what is
business writing?" "why is vertical
writing not business writing?" And
"why has it been adopted in so
many of our public schools?" I n
my attempt to answer these questions, I shall be as considerate as
the progressive age in which we
live will admit. The various pursuits of life give a commercial value
to different styles of writing. Flourishing, ornamental writing and engrossing script, each has an individual function to perform. These
styles are adopted and used by liberal minded men, who are directiy
connected with the demand, consequently, there is little contention
over the matter of standard. But
in determining a standard for the
masses we are confronted with two
systems, and, though based upon
widely different principles, the end
to be attained is the same.
Business

writing,

in

a

broad

sense covers the entire domain of
practical chirographic work; in a
theoretical sense, it embodies the
three essential elements of business ; in a special sense, it embraces
the exaggerated intensity of its advocates ; in a practical sense—the
one whicli we wish to rccognizeit is that kind which sells at sight
,\vithout the pressure of advertising:
that kind which retains its charactCi-istics under the pressure of circumstances. Slant is an essential,
because the laws that underlie slant
writing do not contradict the laws
ftvhich underlie the average American's ideas of business necessities;
nor has it been found wanting in
ics practical application, as is demonstrated by its almost universal
use in business, and the great number of applications written in thef
vertical hand which have 1
their way to the waste basket be-l
cause of the great pressure under
iwhich underlie the average Ameri-J
the virtue of slant writing w(
be to condenm the business w
and to acknowledge that the (
cational dictators have more acnsej
than progressive business men,!
something of which no sensihlej
man will accuse them.
There can be no great accoffl-l
plishment in teaching writing witli-j
out the ability to conceive of aj
practical idea. The teacher whosti
intellect enables him to detect aflil|
develop tiiat gleam of light wl:
iiaslies across his mind from coml
ing in touch with the demandsolj
tiie connnunity
in which wj
teaclies, is giving the world a pi*!
duct tiiat will develop itself um
the pressure of business.
A brief study of vertical writi'
will materially aid us in the devej
opment of some interesting a"
profitable characteristics conne*
with the resurrection of- this a
t.cjuity wliich has so long beenrelic in our educational nniseii"'
A century or more ago, vertn^
writing—connected printing aS'
was then called—was adopted
the English as a means of ii"-''"''
ing the soeed of prinfinc. »'l"''"

r
that time was the only means of recording man's thoughts. This, as
a matter of course, was drawn with
finger movement, but it met every
requirement and was a sensible
type of business writing. Time,
however, was not an important factor. The transportation that controlled the greater volume of business was carried on by means of the
stage coach. W h e n the wheels of
this western civilization began to
hum and the world began to move,
as a natural consequence, writing
began to slant. Vertical writing
lost its intrinsic value and became
a victim of the inevitable law of demand and supply.
As life expanded into a wider
and richer range on commercial vitality, finger movement lost its
power to sustain the relation between writing and business. Again
emergency stimulated the ingenuity of man. H e discovered that the
larger muscles of the arm were
susceptible to a greater degree of
control, speed and durability than
the smaller muscles of the fingers;
he also discovered a waste of time,
ph._\ scial energy, mental worry and
lack of common sense in the deli• cate curves and symmetrical shades
that were being developed from en^graved forms. This is probably the
l^reatest practical discovery of the
)usiness fraternity, aside from the
Idiscovery of woman. It has devel[^oped an easy style of slant writing
that has successfully withstood the
Competition of t h e business world
?n the face of strong opposition.
There are three requisites necessary to every business transaction:
''irst, understanding, which corresponds to legibility in writing; second, time, which corresponds to
rapidity in w r i t i n g ; third, durability, which corresponds to continuity of motion in writing. Grant
that vertical writing is more easily
lead than slant, it by no means folfows that slant writing is not suffi|ientiy plain to meet the requirelents of business. The ordinary
^rint in our daily papers can be
|ead without mental effort, yet no
insible man would think of parad-
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ing it before the public as a standard for business writing. Printed
vertical forms are the maximum of
of legibility; horizontal motion is
the maximum of speed. Neither
within itself can be utilized in the
commercial world, and why so
many of our leading educators are
so fossilized in their ideas as to
spend many years in a sea of delusion, advocating theories that
were thrown out at the back door
of the American office over a century ago, is a problem already
solved by competent connoisseurs.
In so far as legibility is concerned,
there can be no preference between
vertical and slant forms, since chirographic matter can be read from
three to six times faster than it can
be written, regardless of position.
There has scarcely been a time
within the past five years that I
have not had vertical writers in my
classes, and I have used every
means within my power, supplemented by the lessons in our leading penmanship papers, to detect
a virtue that woould be expanded
and utilized in business. In page
work, the vertical enthusiast succeeds in writing from eight to ten
lines while the rest of the class
writes a p a g e ; in bookkeeping, the
vertical writer works up one and
one-half sets while the slant writer
works up three; in business practice there can be littie comparison.
If it is not practical in the school
room, I can conceive of no plan
whereby it may bear the extra burden of business.
The reasons are obvious. The natural tendency of motion is to travel
from left to right. If the paper is
held parallel with the edge of the
desk, as advocated by vertical authors, it follows that the muscles
become more contracted with each
succeeding stroke until the entire
physical being is thrown into an
extreme voluntary exertion before
the end of the line is reached. If
the paper is held parallel with the
forearm, there can be no regularity
of slant since the highest rate of
speed demands that all downward
strokes be toward the center of vis-

ion. The pupil cannot be relieved
of the intense physical effort which
accompanies each and every stroke;
nor can he acquire sufficient involuntary control of movement as to
allow the voluntary powers of the
mind to become concerned in the
formation of letters.
There are no lines of thought
whereby one can argue legibility
out of slant writing, nor speed into
vertical writing. Vertical writing
does not contain any virtue today
that it did not have in the times of
our forefathers. If it was abandoned because it could not keep
pace with the progressive spirit of
man, does it not follow that the
same law which has so widely separated the "old-fashioned" stage
coach from the modern locomotive
will separate vertical writing from
business ? Born of one power, how
can it be executed with another?
Does the train run from New Y o r k '
to Buffalo at the rate of sixty miles
per hour for nothing? H a s the
rapid fire gun, which fires 740 shots
per minute, supplanted the old
flintlock rifle for fun? Do they
use the linotype machines in our
modern printing offices for the
pleasure of employes? Tlie wire
net that spans the universe has not
chsplaced the messenger and pony
through any lack of human sympathy.
The electric cars do not go thundering through Chicago for the
sake of sight seers. These are the
outgrowth of man's efforts to save
time. The legibility of shorthand
does not commend it to public favor, yet its commercial value can
not be estimated.
Truly speed is an essential factor
in the affairs of men. The business
world demands young men of action, spirit, will, muscle, brain and
power; not mere portable printing
presses.
Why is vertical writing taught in
so many of our public schools?
Good health is not catching, while
disease will spread so long as there
is a sanitary crevice into which it
can creep. We are peculiar people
who think and act under the pres-
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sure of involuntary impulses; eager
for experiments regardless of cost;
disgusted with the product of the
pubHc schools when we should have
been disgusted with the boards of
education
and superintendents.
Writing having been regarded as
an insignificant.educational factor,
the pupil came out of the school
with a plated article unfit for the
wear and tear of life. Quality
without any regard for quantity has
been his motto. Public school educators, as a rule, are ignorant of
the elements of practical writing.
They did not regard it as an essential factor until the business college
came into existence. Then the fact
that they had been wasting the
child's physical energy and mental
vitality dawned upon them. Blinded against the business college
through
educational
prejudice,
stimulated by social instinct rather
than commercial progression, they
accepted the statements of some
European savants who spin silken
ropes in which to strangle themselves ; at most, mere reasoning
machines, utterly
ignorant of
American life aside from, as Bill
Nye has said, a week's visit in order that they might write an eight
pound book on their impressions
of America.
The publishing houses were the
first to discover that vertical writing is a "sure cure" for the ills to
which American children have fallen heir. Why they got so far from
the business world to give it a test,
human instinct only can suggest.
The untiring efforts of the business
college fraternity, in the field of
practical writing, had diminished
the sales of the copy books to an
alarming extent.
Formation being the only demand
made upon the lower grades of our
public schools, five or six years
would intervene before vertical
writing could be given a thorough
test, and this would afford time for
attractive advertising and deceptive
results to enthuse the unthinking
classes of people. The results in the
lower grades were satisfactory and

vertical writing swept the cor.ntry
like a war r u m o r ; but when the
pressure of class work and examinations came in, it flew to pieces,
leaving a product with every admissible slant and wholly unfit for
the ordinary duties of life. T h u s ,
the publishers have maintained
themselves in the same way as the
fake jewelry and patent medicine
concerns of the country, by knowing whom to reach. They have
made no effort to reach the business college, but have spent all
their energies on the psychological
defects in our educational system.
The business college has never
made a failure in teaching writing,
and if the educators would exercise
the faculty of common sense, throw
aside prejudice and investigate the
motive and regulative power of the
country, writing would occupy a
higher educational sphere than individual talent can ever give.
The business college has sprung
from a necessity as deep as the
world and its phenomenal success
as a developer of business writing
is largely due to its affirmative precepts which impart motive power
to the will, which give human e\ •
perience rather superhuman theory, and which meet a demand
rather than a theoretical educational fancy. The world has not
learned the difference between an
educational reform and a social fad.
It is a fact as positive as the law
of gravitation, that whatever exists
must have a basis on which to
stand, a root from which to grow,
and a hinge on which to turn. L e g ibility, rapidity and durability are
the centers around which business
writing must rotate. The legibility
of vertical writing will give it a
prestige in the public schools for
some time to come, but its restrictive motive power will ever bar it
from the offices of the country.
Business will measure the vitality
of writing by its working power.
Business creates demand; we supply it. If the business world demands vertical writing, the business college can ill afford to lock

her doors against it, neither can
she maintain something that the
business men reject.
In a paper read before this convention last year, Mr. Zaner, a man
whom the fraternity recognizes,
made the statement that the average person did not think over ten
words per minute and that we must
adjust the machinery of writing to
the individual instead of the individual to the machinery.
I ask you in all candor, was
this a thoughtful declaration or
an educational theory? Education
is but a means to an end; it matters
but little by what process we reaS'on. but how we live and the conclusions we reach. In answer to
Mr. Zaner's statement. I wish to
say: M a k e a verbatim report ot
some children at play and see
whether they speak over ten words
per minute ; make a report of daily
conversations heard
upon the
street, representing every vocation
in life, from a farmer to a Wall
street broker, and see whether they
speak over ten words per minute.
Tests in the Evansville publie
schools show that a child, with an
undeveloped mind, will speak from
forty to seventy words per minute.
Therefore, it is evident that the
speed of average conversation is
beyond the possibilities of lon?
hand. Is there a law of reason
whereby we can adjust the business
world to the great army of incompetent men and women seeking
employment ? Must we lower business integrity to meet individual
capacities, or must we educate the
masses to the demands of business.
In spite of the theorist, every word
and action is the outgrowth of
thought, and we must adjust business writing to the business world.
Business men demand writing tha'
is legible and can be written \vitl|
ease and rapidity. This necessitate^
a strong forearm movement an
a reasonable degree of slant. Slan
writing is a product of life, deman
and experience; vertical is a P
duct of theory and of social fluctuations.

Slant writing can

be wr't-
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ten legibly, at a high rate of speed
and with continuity of motion; vertical writing can be written legibly,
but is literally drawn without any
attempt to introduce the very essence which gives the art its commercial value.
Vertical writing, in my opinion,
is an evil. The aim of the public
school should be to quicken the
voluntary efforts of the child and
to develop a rapid and accurate
way of thinking. The methods employed in the teaching of vertical
writing have a tendency to retard
mental action and to develop a slow
and laborious way of performing
the duties of every day life. We
are accused of shutting ourselves
up within a certain narrow pale of
sympathy, and fostering unreasonable hatred and prejudice against
vertical writing. This may be true,
to some extent, but it must not be
forgotten that twenty-five years
ago the classical and scientific institutions of the country looked
upon the business college as an in- significant forest fire, devoid of sufficient material to feed its way into
civilization ; while today the courses
in these institutions are only preparatory to the business college, in
so far as bread-winning is concerned. The books of the business
world are not burdened with dt bits
in favor of those in whose britins
the vertical mania originated; nor,
in my opinion, will such ever be
the case. The only means whereby vertical writing can ever illuminate the dark avenues of business
will be from its friction against the
rapidly revolving wheels of commerce. Air brakes can only assert
a power of benefaction in retarding
unnecessary velocity. When the
world begins to move too rapidly
vertical writing will become a necessity.
If vertical writing is slow, as acknowledged by its most ardent advocates, it is an evil that must sooner or later react upon the public.
Because, if there is any virtue in
education that which has a tendency to retard the growth of phy-

sical and mental development,
must, in the course of time, weaken
the vitality of the entire human
family. This is a sober and
thoughtful statement, based on the
natural laws of growth.
The process of legitimate thinking involves a keen insight to national environments, business ethics and social surroundings. Tlie
abuse of slant writing, in the hands
of incompetent teachers, has led to
a condemnation of a motive which
originated under the pressure of a
deep rooted necessity. The accusation to a great extent is unjust.
In a legal sense, the teacher is to
blame in so far as he has failed to
meet the demands of educational
boards; in a moral sense, he is to
blame in so far as he has failed to
realize the value which life has
placed upon writing. I believe in
an education of the people, by the
people and for the people. The
world is not slow to recognize the
powers which overcome, and utilize
the forces of nature. Tlie demands
of the people have been intentionally misunderstood and imposed
upon.
Business demands wide
awake intelligence and a revolution
in teaching rather than change of
slant. It must not be forgotten
that vertical writing is not the only
penmanistic hobby which the
American people are riding. Threefifths of the special teachers of
writing, to say nothing of the great
army of incompetents, are teaching
a system of writing as inferior as
vertical so far as its commercial
value and force of character are
concerned. Vertical writing may
have a value, but it is subordinate
to business and must not be confounded with business writing.
This convention would brand me
as a Hoosier prevaricator if I
should place a commercial value
upon an educational product that
the commercial world would not
recognize.
Education is based
upon life; life is based upon affirmative and negative precepts. We
cannot conceive of light without
darkness, sunshine without clouds.

heaven without hell; nor right without a wrong. The truth is greater
than any man or system. The vertical has come, been tested and
found wanting in many of its chief
attributes. The apologies that are
being made by friends of vertical
writing should occupy a prominent
place in the museums of literary
freaks. A prominent Qiicago educator has extended his apologies
into an argument against the existence of proficient writing. He
says that modern inventions will
place the people above any such
fogyism; and that the public
schools should devote the time
which they now give to writing to
the teaching of typewriting.
Might as well attempt to
eradicate walking from the curriculum of human actions because of
modem conveniences as try to sever writing from the ordinary affairs of men. Another apology is
that the position of the letter carries with it no significance. I wish
to say, emphatically, that it does.
'Tis true that a pedestrian may
hump himself up in a consumptive
position, turn his toes and knees in
any direction, and still call it walking, but this will not compensate
for the utter neglect of physical
laws. Writing may be written from
left to right, up and down the page
and bottom side up; left or right,
and stih designate it as writing;
but this establishes no fact why we
should cater to such educational
whims.
The time has come for us to wake
up and base our actions on what
the world has been, what it is now,
and therefrom draw our conclusions for future actions.
'Tis
strange how many of us go through
life with our eyes open and seeing
nothing.
"A boy's loyalty will remain
where his moral character has
formed itself. The devotion and
sentiment of the Englishman play
about Oxford or Cambridge, but
not about Oxford or Cambridge,
by."
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Mocals and personals.
Don't miss the concert on Friday, April 6, at the Auditorium,
On March 13, after examinations
were over, a party of twenty-four
students drove to DeLeon Springs
for a little picnic and recreation
from the past weeks of hard work.
W. B. Fudger provided them with
supper, which was enjoyed at the
spring in old-fashioned picnic
style. After the supper was over
they began their journey of nine
miles back to DeLand in the beautiful moonHght, reaching the hall
about nine o'clock. Prof. McNall
and Miss Brown were the chaperones of the party, and did everything to make a good time for
them.
On Friday evening, April 6, the
third annual Collegiate concert will
be given in the University Auditorium. These concerts are always
a grand success, and no one who
can be there can afford to stay
away. The program for this entertainment is printed in another column.
On March 13 Mrs. Ruggles carried a party of twelve to Blue
Springs for a day's outing. The
expedition was so successful that
the entire party say, "We must go
again. If you want to have a good
time, just get Mrs, Ruggles and
the transfer and you are sure to
have it."
We are glad to welcome Miss
Mendenhall back with us. She was
called away some days ago to see
her father in his dying hour. The
Collegiate extends deepest sympathy to Miss Mendenhall and the
bereaved family.
Professor of Latin in Virgil class:
Mr.
, translate, "Intirea maguo misceri murmure carlum incipit."
Mr.
: "In the meantime the sky began to murmur with
a great misery."
Professor of English to student:
"Mr,
., will you tell me
what periphrasis means ?
Student: "Yes, sir. It is a cir-

cumlocutory cycle of oratorical
sonorosity enveloping an atom of
ideality, lost in verbal profundity."
Young lady enters store to buy
a thimble and called for it in this
way: "Please give me an argentiferous trunated cone, concave at
the summit and semi-perforated,
with symetrical indentations,"
Professor of Chaucer:
"Mr.
, please translate the expression, "And bathed every veyne
in swich licour."
Student: "And bathed every
vine with sweet liquor."
The weather is charming and the
students are making good use of
the tennis courts.
Senior: "Everybody what don't
want ther berries, pass 'em this
way."
Prof. Briggs is again at his work
after an illness of two days.
Students and teachers are glad to
see the Normal students come in
for the spring term's work. Among
the number who have come so far
we are glad to see Misses Tomlinson and Gates and Mr. Driggers,
who spent last spring in the University,
The top notch of perfection is
what we demand of those who sell
us goods, thus our friends will find
everything we sell first class,
Fudger.
State Superintendent Sheats recentiy came to DeLand. While
here he made a visit to the University, and his chapel talk was much
appreciated. He had a word of encouragement for the students, congratulated them on their advantages, and said, "Be sure you make
the most of your present advantages. Strive to get the best out of
your work and to be great,"
Rev. L. D. Geiger paid his
daughter. Miss Annice, a visit a
few days ago.
The class in surveying is measuring off the golf links, and expect
soon to make a plot of the College
campus.
Samuel Warner went to his
home at East Palatka at the beginning of this term and has not returned.

Such cool comfort you can find
nowhere else than Fudger's ice
cream pariors, where you can partake of his delicious strawberry ice
cream, made with fresh ripe fruit.
Professor McNall has been kept
away from his classes the past few
days on account of sickness. We
hope to see him out soon.
Delicon Picnic.
On Tuesday, the last day of the
winter term, a holiday being given,
and examinations over, a fitting
celebration was suggested in the
form of a picnic to DeLeon
Springs.
At two o'clock a merry crowd
had gathered in front of Chaudoin
Hall to start on the eight mile
drive. Tlie weather was all that
could be desired, "one of those
days when mere living is a joy,"
and as we whirled through the
odoriferous pine woods, by the bluest of lakes into the dense tropical
greenery of the hammocks, it
seemed that all the beauties of nature combined to reward us, and
give us rest after the long tedious
hours of study indoors.
We arrived at DeLeon at four
o'clock. It was my first visit to
this wonderful spring—where the
ancient Spaniard, Ponce de Leon, |
sought, and (his spirit at least)
found immortal youth. I could
easily believe this pretty legend
while gazing into the depths of the
calm emerald pool, and I heartily
desired to test the life-giving quality of its waters.
It is one of the many spnngs m
Florida of artesian properties bubbling spontaneously up from the
ground. The oul^let forms quite ^
river, where the fishin.^' is good,
Tall live oaks, trailing with funereal-like streamers of grey niosj
fringe the banks of the stream, an
cast a deep shade over the dark
water.
It is a beautiful spot, situated i"
the heart of a semi-tropical con"'
try, Tlie old Spanish mill, witht"«
water wheel, lends an air of 1"/^
tery and charm to the scene. The
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brick work of the 17th century,
wherein trees and ferns now grow,
brings the past of the old world
vividly before you, when tliis fair
land was being fought for by powerful nations.
Some of the party went boating,
some went in bathing, many gathered the wild violets growing in
abundance near the springs, and
all gathered in the pavilion at twilight, where supper was laid. It
was a delicious, substantial picnic
lunch, and full justice was done to
it.
The moon arose in gorgeous
splendor, and all too soon the time
came to leave. W e wended our
way around the lake to the carriages, and my eyes never beheld a
more tranquil scene of beauty as I
cast one lingering glance back
when we reached the hilltop. The
silvery moonlight lent significance
to the commonest objects, and
made it seem like an enchanted
dell.
The drive home was delightful,
and many gay songs were wafted
on the still night air.
It will long be remembered as
one of the happiest events of our
vear at Stetson.
The Laboratory.
Many fine instruments have recently been added to the Physical
Laboratory equipment. T h e y have
been chosen with the purpose of
doing advanced quantitive work in
General Physics, and aggregate
more than two hundred pieces.
A m o n g them are many instruments
of entirely new design, and which
have never before been manufactured.
The instruments for making
careful measurements, such as the
spherometer, air thermometer, apparatus for verifying Boyle's law,
Young's modulus, the distribution
of magnetism in a magnet, the analysis of the dynamo current -and
many others, are equipped with
vernier and micrometer scales of
such fineness and carefulness of
construction that students can at-

tain a very high degree of accuracy
in quantitative work.
In quality of equipment the University is surpassed by none, and it
is only in the largest institutions
that a greater number and variety
can be found.
It is always a pleasure to work
with fine tools, and this is especially true in scientific work, where the
value of one's work depends so
largely upon the accuracy with
which it-has been done. Haphazard methods give poor results and
less satisfaction. With such opportunities as the University offers to
those who wish to investigate the
law^s of the physical world, the student can feel that his work has been
worth while, and that he has come
into closer touch with that mysterious energy which surrounds him.

j^lnmni SQofes.
Mr, Jas. S. Mann, '97, is again
a student at the University of Arizona. H e has some interesting experiences sometimes out west.
This number of the Collegiate contains an article written by him describing one of his trips.
Rev. Fred. H . Donovan, '99,
with Mrs. Donovan, has removed
this time to Punta Gorda, in this
State, where he enters upon the
pastorate of the Baptist church
there.
Miss Laurie Law, '92, and Miss
Lydia Willatowski, '94, of the Daytona public school, and Miss Lottie Eccles, '96, of the Holly Hill
school, returned home to DeLand
a few days ago on a week's vacation from their schools. They returned to their work on the 25th.
Mr. Henry T. Mann, '98, has a
position as station agent on the F .
C. & P. railroad at Nocatee, Fla.
Mrs. C. H . Willison (Miss Mattie Fish), '88, is now living at Valdosta, Ga.
Several o the DeLand alumnae
engaged in teaching in the Volusia
county public schools will close
their year's work soon, Miss Car-

rie Eccles, '92, closes her school at
Hire's Lake at the end of this
month. Miss Charlotte Bradley,
'97, will close her school at Maytown about the middle of April.
Rev. F. C. Edwards, '99, editor
of the East Alachua Citizen, recently attended the State Press Association's convention at F o r t Myers,
Fla.
F o r the benefit of some of the
Alumni and others who may not
happen to know, but who may nevertheless happen t o be interested,
we give the names of those graduates who are still pursuing courses
of some sort or other in the University. They are as follows: E.
N. Bell, '96; Miss Isabel McKinney, '96; Miss Elizabeth Webb, '88 ;
Fred. Self, '97; Miss Helen Forbes,
' 9 7 ; M. P . Edwards, ' 9 8 ; Robt. B.
Tudor, ' 9 9 ; Miss Georgine Heard,
'99, and the Alumni editor, class of
'98. W e don't think we have omitted any one.

SxcHanges.
Roscoe Conkling Bruce, a negro, carried off the highest honors
in the recent Yale-Harvard debate.
It is said that the Mohammed
College at Cairo, Egypt, is the oldest college in the world. It is about
1,000 years older than Oxford. It
now has 10,000 students.
Fortune Teller: "And I see a
dark man who will give you trouble."
The Widow (to herself): " T h e
coachman. W h y didn't I pay his
bill?"
" L e t me see," said the man at
the desk, pausing with his pen in
air, "who was the author of 'Twice
Told Tales'?" "Chauncey Depew,
wasn't it," suggested the man at
the other desk.
"You can't keep a secret, Maria.'
"Yes I can, but I always happen
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to tell things to other girls who
can't."
Teacher: "If one servant girl
could clean t\\^ rooms in two
hours, how long would it take two
servant girls to do it?"
Littie Giri: "Four hours."
Teacher: "Wrong. It would
only take one hour."
Littie Giri: "Oh, I didn't know
you were talking about servant
girls that weren't on speaking
terms."
Yale buys annually $7,000 worth
of books for her library; Harvard
spends $18,000 for the same purpose, and Columbia $43,000.
Wordsworth's Style and Diction.

In poetry the diction is inseparable from the thought, for it is the
soul of thought and gives to it its
individuality. Rhyme is the natural expression of lyrical inspiration. "There is so much analogy,"
says Madame de Stael. "between
physical and moral nature that all
the affections of the soul have an
inflection of voice which is proper
to them, a melody in words which
is in accord with the meaning of the
words themselves." Take away
these melodic elements on the pretext that they are not essential and
you will see that the thought itself
will have lost its most characteristic quality. It is equally true that
other words cannot be the equivalents for the words which they
would replace. On the contrary
the musical value and the relation
of the words as changed and the
rhythm, rhyme and sonorous quality are seriously impaired. Tliis is
especially true of Wordsworth.
In art it is the conquered difficulty that produces the impression
of surprise, and it is surprise that
produces interest. The poet might
almost be said to be a mental acrobat, striving to keep the natural line
of discourse and tiie beauty of the
thought while observing certain
^'"snotic rules.
Wordsworth's narrative poems,
because they are a little heavy, have

never been so popular as are his
lyrical pieces. Written in blank
verse and thus lacking rhyme, they
should have been relieved by intensity of thought and expression,
artful traits, so well exemplified by
:\Iilton. But Wordsworth possesses
sublimity of sentiment and language only occasionally; for he
was head of a school that undertook to rehabilitate simplicity as
well in tone as feeling. He renounced the artificial diction of the
classics, their antitheses, their abundance of epithet: attempting to
make up for the nakedness of his
form by the charm of an absolutely
.sincere emotion and by the originality of an absolutely natural language. For this reason the poetry
of Wordsworth, chiefly his rhymed
pieces, has a marked tendency toward prose.
There are two schools among
contemporary poets. The one class
has sincere and genuine feeling,
which expresses itself in a fashion
appropriate and consequently original. Poetry with them goes from
within to without, from thought to
expression. With others, on the
contrary, the object is not profundity of sentiment or truth of idea,
but rather the picturesque effect
possible to extract from the subject. Poetry in their work goes
goes from without to within. It is
the expression that must give value
to the thought.

art, which attaches itself to the
beauty and nobility of things, and
so even indulges in abstraction of
individual traits, and modern art
which, on the other hand, delights
in throwing up the particular physiognomy. the characteristic feature
of the model furnished to it by nature. Wordsworth is remarkable in
that he unites the two methods.
His poetry is distinguished, and
that. too. in a rare degree by the
interpretation of the two elements,
the perception of the i^ersonal and
real life of things and the sense of
general signification which idealizes
them.
Wordsworth was a jirolific poet,
but he could also condense his
thoughts in admirable sonnets. He
seemed to have littie joy except in
natural objects, but he could also
define the genius of a Burns or a
Milton in a few words of rare fdicity, as in the sonnet to Milton,
"Thy soul was like a star and dwi'i
apart."
The best proof that W'ordswortl
translated his feeling with liddity.
and that his fashion ot speech ha;
something
indefinal'ly- definie
which forces itself on the reader,i;
that many of his verses have passed
into proverbial quotation.
He was an attentive observer:
his emotion w^as sincere ; andhehaii
the faculty of expression. Takin^f
him where he is pure and without
blemish—that is to sa\-. somewhere
between his deliberate simplich)
with propensities of a somewhat
didactic kind, and the lyricism abJ
too conscious and slightly declamatory, of the great odes—-we ii"J
something of altogether superior
quality.
Wordsworth, while a great poet.
is one who best lends himself t»
everyday intercourse, a benefice"'
writer who elevates us and mm'
us happy. His work is indeed nnequal, yet its beauties are such atime consecrates instead of agi"?'

Wordsworth is cleariy of the former class. His feeling is always
genuine and his expression always
subordinate to his idea. He never
sacrifices anything to the desire of
showing his skill. Flis affectations
are in the other direction; they
come from the desire of remaining
simple and humble, not from the
wish to appear a clever craftsman.
This. then, is a distinction between legitimate art, which only
speaks because it has something to
sav. and art becomes ostentatious,
which savs nothing except to show
how well it can speak.
Tennyson as an Artist,
Another di.stinction may be
drawn between desires equally leSimplicity and stateliness, whic
gitimate, between ancient or classic characterizes Tennyson's life a"
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death, were no less marked in his
poetry.
" H e who writes on Tennyson
has so wide a country over which
to travel," says a well known critic,
"that he cannot do much more
than visit it here and there. W h e n
he has finished his journey, he
knows how much he has left unseen, untouched; how much more
of pleasure and good he will gain
in many more journeys over this
varied, home-like and romantic
land."
The first characteristic of Tennyson's art— that is of his shaping of
the beauty which he saw in nature
and humanity—was simplicity, and
this came directly out of his character. Tlie way in which he worked,
his choice of subjects, his style, were
all the revelation of a character
drawn on large and uncomplicated
lines; nothing was ever done for
effect, very little ever tried for experiment's 'Sake alone. The thing
formed was the direct resulfDf natural thought and feeling.
"Vital sincerity or living correspondence between idea and form,
that absolute necessity for all fine
art, as for all noble life was his,"
and is contained in what is called
his simplicity.
Clearness is another of his characteristics. His clearness is also
contained in his simplicity, clearness in thought, in expression and
in representation of the outward
world, one of the first and greatest
things an artist can attain.
'J'onijrht tho winds hogin to rise
And roam from yonder drooping day;
The last red leaf is whirl'd away,
The rooks are blown abont tlie skie.'^^.
The
Tlie
And
Tlie

forest crack'd, the waters curl'd.
cattle huddled on the lea;
Avildly dashed on tower and tree
snnbeam strikes along the world.

Tennyson never descended into
the obscure thorny paths of metaphysics or theology, nor dealt with
the more dreadful and involved
passions of mankind, as did Browning and Shakespeare, probably not
from any lack of ability to do so,
hut from choice, from a deliberate
determination to be clear. His sub-

jects were always plain and simple,
but treated artistically, that is, "in
beautiful form proceeding outwards
from impassioned feeling."
" F o r the most part he wrote of
the everyday loves and duties of
men and women; of the primal
pains and joys of humanity; of the
aspirations and trials which are
common to all ages and all classes,
but he made them new and surprising by the art which he added to
them, by beauty of thought, tenderness of feeling and exquisiteness
of shaping."
That his clearness is of deliberate
choice is made more plain from the
fact that he had an eye for everything small or large, and he might
have entered into the minutia if he
had so wished, but he avoids all
this and touches only upon the salient points, the leading features of
the subject. " W h a t was done was
done in the fewest words possible
and with luminous fitness of
phrase."
English literature is greatly indebted to him for this clearness.
Tennyson never allowed himself to
drift into obscurity of thought or
expression. H e proved that "simplicity of words and brightness of
thought might be also compact of
imagination."
"The lamp of language which he
held in his hand." says an English
critic, "burnt with a bright, keen
and glowing flame." Tlie debt we
owe Tennyson for this is not owed
by English Hterature alone; it is
personal also. Clearness in thought
and words ought to be a part of a
writer's religion; it is certainlv a
necessary part of his morality. T o
follow clearness like a star, clearness of thought, clearness of phrase,
in every kind of life, is the dutv of
all. But the poets are most bounci
to feel an'd fulfil that dutv. and it is
not one of the least that belong to
their art and their inHuence. Tennv.<;on felt it and fulfilled it.
Tennyson's conscious stateliness
was due to his reverenc" for his
own individualitv. The oer'^onalitv
of Tennvson, vividlv conscious of
itself and respectinp- itself, nervades
his poetry, is part of his art, a n ^

gives it part of its power. It is
called self-respecting to distinguish
it from that of Byron and others,
who, while displaying their personality, cannot convince us that they
respected themselves.
Tennyson
reverenced his calling. H e was in
his own eyes "as one sent 'from
God" much as the prophets of old,
with a mission to comfort and uplift mankind. This spirit is seen in
many of the other great poets, such
as Milton and Wordsworth, and
gives power and permanence and
character to their works.
These things belong to a poet's
art, but of themselves do not make
him necessarily an artist. The sine
quo non of the artist is keen perception, love of beauty, and power
of shaping it.
Beauty expressed in many forms
and spoken of in many classes, but
is in reality always identical. "These
divided forms are only modes of
one energy conditioned by the element through which it passes."
The sight of it stirs to a reproduction of it, that others may be
pleased by it, Tliis reproduction is
art. With a few exceptions Tennyson was throughout his whole life
faithful to beauty, and in this was
pre-eminently an artist. Tliis kept
him fresh, even to advanced age.
H e who constantly beholds the
beautiful "always loves and is always young." There were no base
or sordid motives in his work. H e
wrote from the love of it, and the
love of beauty.
Even in his Ode to Royalty there
is no fulsome praise, but rather lessons of truth, beauty and duty.
Power to see beauty anci love of it
are not all, for the power to shape
it is necessary, to give it an inimitable personal element and reproduce it in daintv, surprising forms.
This is plainlv true of Tennvson.
"Every line is alive with his own
distinction."
Tennyson and Science.
Tt was durine- the lifetime of Alfred Tennvson that the evolutionary hypothesis was first advanced.
Darwin anrl Wallace, who deserve
equal credit for this great contribu-
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tion to scientific knowledge, were
his contemporaries, so that Tennyson witnessed the great struggle
for existence, to which the theory
itself was subjected. It is important to remember that many of the
works from which our knowledge
of the poet's conception of evolution is derived, were written when
that hypothesis was maligned and
discredited -with great vehemence
by the church and world at large.
Evolutionists have been and are today divided into various schools
that difiSer in matters of detail, but
the general tenets of the doctrine
are gradually gaining more and
more general acceptance. It is just
as true, however, that the laity still
manifest an abhorrence for this socalled degrading origin of man, so
there is room for a little surprise
that a theorv' which seems at first
somewhat repugnant to the love of
proud ancestry—so common in
man—should be so promptly accepted by a poet, whose realm is
aesthetic joy and whose burden of
song is love.
A poet is primarily a keen observer. His mind is as a sensitive
plate, upon which are indelHbly recorded the objects of his sensati<xis, Tennyson had this power in
a remarkable 'degree. His perceptive powers were very acute, and he
rarely made a mistake in his descriptions of nature. H i s keen observation included the realm of natural phenomena and he was acquainted at first hand with the character and behavior of plants and
animals, the structure and history
of the earth, and the forms and motiKiiis of the bodies that traverse the
celestial sphere. His acute observations and experiences were supplemented by wide and comprehensive readine of the best scientific
thousrht of his time, and we may
concede to him the scientific spirit
in addition to poetical genius.
His belief concerning the histon'
of the earth and the origin of life
mav be summarized as follows:
d . ) The nebular hypothesis theon- of the (Princess I I . In Memoriam 1x8.) earth's origin: (2). appearance of life in due season; (3),

the evolution of man from lower organisms requiring a great duration
of time (Maud.)
Tennyson was a poet and a scientist, but that is not all. H e does
not regard as isolated facts the diastrophic and gradation processes
which constantly alter the relative
positions of land and sea, concerning which he says:
"There rolls the deep where grew the
ti'ee
O earth what changes hast thou seen,
There Avhere the long street roars hath
been,
The stillness of the central sea."
It is by no means a materialistic
conception that makes blind chance
the cause of this phenomena:
"This world was once a tlnid liaze of
light
"Vil toward the centre set tiie stairy
tides
Aud eddied into suns, that wheeling
east
The planets."
Tennyson was a philosopher. H e
had the power of observing the
facts clearly, and then of co-ordinating and synthesizing them into
a unity. His quick perception
grasped the fact that all is based
upon a plan, that blind necessity
nor chance are factors in the universe, but the sequence of events
depends upon supreme intelligence.
This being granted, together with
the fact that the direction of progress is toward higher things, the
poet as quickly perceives the truth
of man's final triumph over his
present doubts, trials and perplexities, and W7th characteristic genius
tunes his harp to this high note.
With the conviction that the hypothesis of evolution is not fiction,
but a law of the universe, it becomes the masterful part of the
poet to change this repellant idea
into a magnificent conception and
a glorious hope. Without it, the
present strife and turmoil, the unequalitv and injustice seem inexpHcable. but by it is explained all
the present travail under which humanity groans; why nature
" ^ careful of the type she seems
So careless of the single life."
The poet with the clear eye of
faith seems to penetrate the sur-

rounding gl'oom and sees in the far
off future the culmination of the divine plan whose present processes
seem so intricate and confusing to
man.
"Yet 1 doiibi not thro' the ages one
increasing pin-pose runs,
And the tlio'ts of men are widened witli
the in'oce.ss of the suns. •
F o r he concludes that
"So many a million of ages have gone
to the making of man
lie now is tirst, but is he the la.st. Is
he not too base."
Inconceivable that his progress
shall not continue after such a period of time spent in his present
partial development, Tennyson regards the present man as an incomplete creature, in a formative state,
and in the far distant future he projects the ideal man when the process of self-realization shall have
been completed. At ])resent man
has yet some instincts of the beast
but he is gradually eliminating:
these elements of his lower nature,
and in time his ideal ]'>erfect self
will be realized.
"Where is one that born nf woiiian.iltogetlier can escape
I-'rom the lower world \v\t\ui\ \m.
moods of tiger or of ape?
-Man as yet is being made, and ere tlie
crowning ages of ages,
Shall not aeon after aeon pass ami
touch liim into shait(>?
AH altonl him shadow still. Init, ffMe
the roses flower and 1)U(1,
Prophet eyes may catch a gloiT s'<"^
ly gaining on the shade,
"'!'i:l the i)eoples all are < ne, and
tlieir voices blend hi chorlc
IIall;ilu.jah to the .Maker, it is
Man is made.' "
Tliis comforting Iiope appears
again and again in Tennyson'swnt-,r
ings and penetrates like a ray "'!
light into " I n Memoriam," where |
despair and grief have cast
shades of gloom. Growing stronger and stronger it finally closes the
epilogue in the triumphant song:
"That God which ever lives and love'
One God, one laAV, one element,
And one far-off divine event,
^
'I'o which the Avhole creation mores.
"Character is the only relia
certificate issued by the schoolo'l
life."—Ex.
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ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE
ENTERTAINMENT,
FRIDAY, APRIL 6.
Most varied and entertaining program of the season.
Best music,
Roaring farce,
Grand opera burlesque.

POPULAR PRICE,

25c.

PROS and CONS

MEN'S GLOVES
BY MAIL.
"Burke's" Special Gloves are made of imported
skins of the same quality that most dollar-and-a-half Gloves
are made of. Three shades of red and six shades of tan—
e.xceedingly popular among college men everywhere. And
we send them anywhere in the United States for only

$1.02 a Pair.

COMPLETE DEBATES
Our foreign policy, the
currency, t h e tariff, immigration, high license,
woman suffrage, penny
postage, transportation,
trust3,department stores,
municipal ownership of
f r a n c h i s e s , government
c o n t r o l of telegraph.
Both sides of the above
and via7iy other guestioHscompletely
debated.
Directions for organizing
and conducting a debating society, with by-laws
and parliamentary rules.
P r i c e , $1.50 P o s t p a i d ,
cloth—469 Pages.

BURKE, FITZSIMONS, HONE & CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

HINDS & NOBLE
4-5-6-12-13-14 Cooper Institute,
Schoolbooks 0/allpublisJiers

N. Y. City

at one store.

WE HAVE T H E BEST
L I N E O F FANCY

Crackers,
Cakes
^^^Car^dies

Do you wish to learn to write a good business hand a t home? If you
iue seeking a position it will help you, if you have a position it will increase
ynur salary.
FOR 50 CENTS you can get thirty-si.x lessons—one hundred and eighty
exercises, in business writing, with a manual giving illustrations of position
of body, pen and paper, aud complete instruction for practicing each exercise.

>
In the Markets. All Strictly First
Class. Fresh and Fine.

Fruits and Vegetables
ALL

N E W GOODS

IN THEIR SEASON.
A OOMPLETE STOCK OF

Heinz Pickles and Preserves.
We will appreciate t h e privilege of
showing 3^ou the goods and it will always
be our endeavor to please as we want
continuous visits.

W. D. HAYNES, Grocer.
% /f. T/ITVIVER,

Address, W . W . FRY,
Director of Business College, John B. Stetson University, D E L A N D , FLA.
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KALAMAZOO
UNIFORMS
KOR

COLLEGES,
ARE HANUFACTURED BY THE

HENDERSON-AEMS COMPANY,
01- KALAMAZOO, MICH.

F i n e T u r n o u t s , Careful D r i v e r s , Opposite
Hotel P u t o a m , W . N e w Y o r k A v e n u e .
DeLand. F l a .

The John B. Stetson University use the Uniforms of these makers,
and recommend them to all Colleges.
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SCENIC AMERICA

AKRON, OHIO.

Send for our illustrated catalogue mailed free upon application.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Scenic America, or Ihe Beauties of the Western Hemisphere.

Bv John L. Stoddard. An illustrated tour with descriptions, tamoiis scenes and noted places. One grand panorama from cover to
rover. 128 beautiful half-tone reproductions that will prove most entertaining to the student of Art, Science and
Literature. Cloth
bound, extra quality, enameled paper, printed on one side only ivetail price, $2.00; our tirice. $1.10; postage, .34.

A collection of naif-tone reproductions of photographs forming a
complete panorama of the continent of America Ln.ted State. Canada Central and South America are fully covered. It .s a bo,.k that
should be in every h c u e in this country. Size 11x4.. Bound in lm(.n
with handsome side stamp. Retail price, .75: our price. .50; postaye,
•34-

Eli Perkins'
Wonders of the Universe.
P.y Charles Barnard. A record of the wonderful and marvelous in Nature. Science ami
.Art. A great panorama of the wonder=; cf
Xature and the remarkable works of .Mr;iikind. Described the wonders of the Universe,
the composition and laws which .^rovern heavenly bodies are here fully set forth.
'I he
Animal, Vegetable and Mineral W '>rKl are
each treated in detail. The mysteries of the
sea ar.. revealed. The great inventions of men
are recounted. The grand general pr'nciplts
b> which tht Universe is governed are here
Inid down. A remarkable condensation nf
Science, Art and Philosophy. Contains 4i'j
pages, printed in good clear type. Artistic
cover design, stamped in gold. Ret.iil price.
$2.50; our price, $1.10; postage, extra, .30.

W^

.s Dictionary of Synonyms & Antonyms. M tliojogy and
P-imiiiar Plirases.

A book that should be in -he vest of every person, because it tells you
the right word to use. No t vo words in the English language have exactly the same significance. To ex[)ress the precise meaning that one intends to convey a dictionarv of synonyms is needed to avoid repetition.
The strongest fitjure of speech is antithesis. In this dictionary the apoendcd antonyms will, therefore, be found extremelv valuable.
Con•ains many other features such as Mythology, Famil'iar Allusions and
J^^oreign Phrases, Prof. Loisette's :\Iemory System, "The Art of Never
I'orgetting," etc., etc., This wonderful little book, bound in a neat
cloth binding and sent postpaid for .25. Full leather, gilt edge, .40, post"•>!(!. Order nt once.

Send Us One Dollar.
Cut thi.s ad. out and send it to us with one
dollar and we will forward you this $10.00 dictionary, subject to examination. You can examine It at your nearest express oifice and if
ound .ibsolutely the grandest bargain ever
-eard of and a better dictionary than you
1 ave yet seen, pay the express agent $3.95 and
charges and take the book. This dictionarv
nilion.s than are to be found in Webster's Inernat.onal Dictionary. It is the latest dict.onary ever published, contains ful y 4=; 000
more words than Webster's and Worcester's
at-st Lnabridged Dictionaries and has 2-0
Ikma^rv^'^The'^^" ''''^''^'^^'^ international D c-tionarv. The arrangement is superior the ref
crcnce is exact, and it is absolutely the chei,"
nmarket.
rkef lRemember
" ' ^ ' ' " P - ' -this
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dictionaryis onnrint
?^e
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" T h i r t y 'S't-nrs of ^Vit.'
This book contains the
best
anecdotes,
tht
best wit and humor
and
tlu
brightest sayingof the igth century.
This vo me amuses every
reader. It contains mirth on
every page ;
laughter in ever>
line. This treasure-house of g'ad
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S h e rman's anecdotes
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D epew's Best Stories, A
Night
With the Jolly
Rebels, Biil Nye in Laramie, Wild \\ est Exaggerations. Doctor's Wit and Hum .r, Eli
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TTumor, etc., etc. This magnificent hook is
b'und in English cloth with special c ver design in gold and inks. Size s^^x;"/. .; ll d contains 305 pages. Sent postpaid on r' ceipt of
our special offer price, 85 cents. One (.f these
books should be in every home. Senii for our
special illustrated biiok catalogue, fri

The Book of the Year.
"The l;ow-l OLKcri Gliesi and O t h e r Storl'
VVith an introductiim by America's greatest
strated
poet, James Whitcomb Rilc-y. .\n
volume of original h u m o r o u -I
sketches,
verse,
facetious
paragraphs and colloquies.
A book
that will not disappoint the reader, as it enters a
new and heretof re
unexplore
field of humor
A book to b(
read aloud an(
enjoyed amonj.'
your
in^iiu
Contains " 1 h>
H o w - Legged
Ghost," " \\ hen
Kzra Sang F r;i
Bass," The Man
Who
Couldn't
Laugh," "Possi'>le Titles of Future Books," "Selling Loclcs
of Hair," "No Woman, No Fad," "Society
Actresses," etc., etc. This first edition bound
m cloth, printed on extra fine papir. and absoulely the best humorous book publisli"Worth $2.50, mailed postpaid for $i.no. Order
at once
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THESE THINGS TELL THE STORY I
OF OUR SUCCESS

We Print

Nine Weekly Newspapers.
Nine Monthly Journals and Magazines.
Three Quarterly Magazines, and a large number
of ready print insides for the best papers of Fla.

During the past six months the output of
Our book and catalogue department was

6,557,800 PAGES

WE D O HIGH CLASS WORK
With possibly one exception we print all of the educational journals published in Florida.
We print annually the catalogues for many of the best educational institutions in Florida.
We make school printing our specialty.
We have the state contract for printing the Reports of the Supreme Court.
Our ofBce is equipped with th.e most improved machinery for doing good work, and doing it
quickly and cheaply.

The Point is This
h

We could not hold this business if our work did not ?ive satisfaction, and
it stands to reason that if we can please others, we can please you. Estimates on
anything cheerfully furnished.
•H-H-»-»4 m
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E. O. PAINTER & CO.,
DE LAND, FLORIDA.
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T. E. ECCLES
Tinsmith and Plumber

Drugs, Toilet
Articles,

Established Since the Flood.
Pipe fitting, Tin roofing, Guttering and
spouting. Puraps repaired, wells and
tanks made to order. Repairing of all
kinds. Satisfaction guaranteed. Shops
East Boulevard, Opposite Ryland &
Blane.
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CAMERA.

AND STATIONERY,

GO TO FISHER'S
Largest Assortment of
Stationery iu DeLand.

The Collegiate h a s a nice 4x5
Premo Camera for sale cheap.

UrvUvJ
S T O R F

Bristles in Your
^ ^ Teeth

:exbX8:8»:8Da»»»»:8»»»5C8»»:b:8»»

Are not pleasan't, b u t you'll get them
If you use a poor Tooth Brush.

GET A
BRUSH
Miss Minnie E. Neal.

That is built right—costs only a trifle
more, but gives more satisfaction t h a n
ft dozen oheap ones. Our besit are the
best. Bach one h a s our name stlamped
an the handle.

PORTRAITS, VIEWS. PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIALS. •

W. A. ALLEN & CO.,

Work for A m a t e u r s Done Promptly.

NEXT TO P. O.

J. W. PERKINS.
ATTORNEY
AT
LAW

JUST A TASTE

DeLand,

Florida

J. A. ERICKSON,
Nations, Novelties, Toys, Gents'
Purnisihings, Musical I n s t r u m e n t s
and Str'ings. General repairing of
all kinds of Harness, Boots and
Shoes, Etc.

of our butter is enough. Henceforth we
have you as a customer. We carry only
one grade of butter which hasiisspeci I
merits. Our butler at H ' cts per lb is
the best on earth. It has Ihe rich delicate flavor of the finest cream and for
table use cannot be surpa.ssed.

J.T. Vinzant

A g e n t For S e w i n g M a c h i n e s .

ATTORNEY
AT
LAW

DELICIOUS CANDIES
Chocolates,

Bon Bons,

Toasted IMarshmallows,
I'Mg I'aste,
Mint Wafers,
Crystalized Ginger,
Chocolate Covered Mints,Fruit Tablet-;.
. AT..

GOULD'S STORE,

UeLand.

Is llie condition of your linen. Goud
work lias made Tliarp'.s Tampa
Steam Laundry llie largest institution of its kind in the State.
S. C. Sloan, Stetson
University,
Agent for DeLand, Liberal com
mission lo agents any where in
Florida. Address
THARP'S TAMPA STEAM LAUNDk)
Tampa, Fla.

JOHN

Bicycle
DELAND.

Prompt .-ervlce

DELAND.

Florida.

OFFICE H O U R S :
10 to 12 a. m.
2 to 4 p. m.
7 to 9 p. m.

Dealers in

New York A\tnue,

DELAND,

Butter

FLA.

irs. Vida Z. Baerecke, M.O,

RYLAND & BLANE,
Staple and Fancy Groceries.

FLA.

CRANOR,

I'abhloiinble T u r n o u t s .

FLA.

and

Cheese a Specialty.

Have you got to

Haven's Block.

Important To Yoa

H o r s e Siioeiii:; a n d
Work a Specially.

LIVERY AND BOARDING
STABLES,

JAMES E.ALEXANDER,
WHITMAN'S

CARRIAGE AND
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STETSON COLLEGIATE.

J. W. Cl/\f^K,

PHOTOGRAPHS

ALL THE

LATEST BOOKS

Provisions, Confectionery, amd Tobacco.
DeLand, E'la.

OF ALL

Publishers.

THE 3{ardwarep;^^FurRilur£

H STORY
TRAVEL
BIOGRAPHY
ADVENTURE
THEOLOGY
SCIENCE
ARTS
LETTERS
FICTION
for sale by the

American Baptist
Publication
Society

MEAT

MARKET

Boulevard, Near Board of Trade. We
keeep constantly on hand a large supply
of tender Florida Beef, also veal, pork
and imuitton. We imake a speciailty of
dressed and live Ohiokens. Hamlburg
steak made to order. The best of homemade pork sausage always on hand. Orders delivered promptly. Give us a itrial.
A. J. GOODSON & SON.

FRED H. FRAHM^

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

THE NEW YORK BARBER.

Bicycles Sold, Rented and Repaired.
Give us a call. Respectfullj',

WATTS & MILLER.

A White Barber for White People Only.
Haircutting and Trimming latest style.
Shaving and Shampooing. A Cup, Shaving Brush, Hair Comb and Brush, for
each regular customer free of charge.
Bootblack on the premises.
Boulevard, near Bushnell's Store.

STEWART & BLY,

Ed. fJ. IVIoDonaM,

LAWYERS
AND NOTARIES
PUBLIC.

EXPERIENCED

Barber and Hair Dresser
Hot and cold baths. Below
Trade Rooms, Diin's BIoclc.

Board

of

J. f. P[\Uii ^ Co.,
ONLY EXCLUSIVE
F U R N I T U R E HOUSE
IN VOLUSIA COUNTY.

1420 Chestnut St.,

We Iteep in sitoolc a full and complete
line ot everything pertaining to our line
of business, including Chamber and Parlor
suites. Side Boards, Wardrobes, Bed and
Single Lounges, Refrigerators, Spring
Beds and Mattresses, Chiffoniers, Mattings, Carpets, Deslcs, Mosquito Canopies,
etc.,

PHILADELPHIA

P. O. Box 116, DeLand, Fla.

ATLANTA HOUSE, 69 Whitehall St

ce»:e:8»»:8:8:8»:8»»»:e»»3:^.c83:8:e»3

•

CITY

DEALERS OF DELAND.
Also a Fu 1 Line of—

ON ANY SUBJECT WHATEVER.

In all the latest styles. See the Stetson
Photo for this year. Class pictures a specialty. Also developing and printing for amateurs.
REEVE STUDIO.

Bank Building, D E L A N D . FLA.

^. H- GiLLE|\r, ]V[. D.
O F F I C E O P P O S I T E CARROLLTON

Office Hours:

to 12 a. m.

If2 toto 84 p.andm.

8lL/\8 B. W^IGfly,

J. v. \lmg}\Yi
ole e photographer
Over Fudger's.
Portraits and Views, Developing and Printing for Amateurs.
D E L A N D . FLA.

DENTIST.

W, S, TAYLOR,
DeLar)d, plorida.

The besit and mosit popular barber of the
city solicits your patronage. Do not be
afraid (that the same towel will be used
twflce. Be sure and go to Vaughn's for
the latest styles. Ladles' haircutting and
ghampoolng a iipeclulty.

DELAND,

FLA.

iin Boulevard. • extto
Hutchinson's Market.
Dealer in Toilet Articles, Notions, Etc.

F. G. BRILL.
GET YOUK CLOTHES
M A D E TO MEASURE BY

R. H. MACK,
UP-TO-DATE

Tailor.

OFFICE:
Corner New York Avenue and
Boulevard, Over Fisher's Drug
Siore.

Office ne.xt door to Fisher's Drug Store.

A perfect fi.t. Prices the lowest. 9i°'i. !
cleaned, dyed and repaired. ^Hdghest
grade of workmajiship guaranteed. Bomevard, Opposilte News Office, DeLand, Fla.

SPECIALTIES:
Ladies' and g'entlemen's Hosiery.
Stationery and Student's Supplies.
Suspenders, Handk'r'chs. & Neckwear
The Famous Linlene Collars and Cuffs,
Save Laundry bills.
Florida Curios In Season.
The best at Bottom Prices.
"A saitisfled cusitomer is the best advertisement."

Wl]it« front JYlMt JVIarl^et
Will be pleased to serve you with the
best of beef, pork, mutton, veal, sausage,
and >ouEry. Prompt delivery
J. H. VAUGHAN,
Proprietor.

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

Jacksonville Beef & Provision Co,
ADAMS & RICHARDSON.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Northern and Western Meats, Poultry a n d Game,
Hotel and Steamboat Supplies a Spedalty.
Alderney Dairy, Evaporated Miik, Cream, Butter, B u t t e r i n e , E t c .
Wholesale: 336 and 338 West Bay St Telephone 48
Retai': Stalls 25 and 26 New City Market. P. O. Box 44.5. Tel 334.

DRFKA

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S FUKMSHINGS, NOTIONS
Millinery and Fine Shoes.
-Dealer in Everything

DeLand, pla.

.4. D. McBride.

Picsident.

Frank E. Bond, Cashier

Volusia County
DELANO,

Bank,

FLORIDA.

Capital Stock $ 50,000.

Personal

Liabilit

$IC(,C(L.

DOES A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS.
Collections JPIade on all Parts ofthe Country
^

>-

-f

-f

-f

-•-

^

American Exchajige .A^atioiial Baltic, J\^ew York. J\''aMonal Borih of JaclsoiivilU,
Jacksonville, Ma.

F. p . M C E L R O Y
Furnishings
Dry Goods

Come and examine
my stock

Late Board of
Trade rooms
410 West Boulevard
DeLand, Fla.

Millinery, Shoes.
J. T. C L A K E ,
.^ coi\iyi^/\cp
Of the Baptist Church, "College Arms,"
and University Building's.
My Work Speaks for Itself.
Address all communicafcions to
J. T.CLfqKE, DeLand, F'a

I.

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

pREMO
CAnERAS

Combine compactness with rigidity, ana are made of the best materials in every part- The
Lens and shutter are specially designed- They can be secured on no other Camera.
PRICE $8 AND UPVS^ARDS.
Send for Catalogue giving full description.

THE ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE COLLEGE ARMS.
DE LAND, FLA.

. . . . Reached by the Plant System . . . .
: ^ •^>^-^>^->^-!V-^k-^>>'3»^-^v:^-^»>-^>.-^>^-:!S>.-^>.

'ew,
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t RATES:

llegar^t,
©onof optable...

$3.00 to $5.00 Per Day.

AS

SPECIAL RATES BY THE SEASON.

HIGH, ROLLING PINE LAND; PERFECTLY DRY AIR.

For Booklet, Address, ^ ^

RIPLEY, Managef.

S u r a m e r Resort, T H E S I P P I C A N , Nlarion, M a s s .

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

STETSON UNIVERSITY
A SCHOOL OF FIRST RANK
DeLand, Florida.

Affiliated With Chicago University.
Work done in one institution given pro rata
credit in the other. The degree of A. B. in
Stetson, with a credit of 90 per cent, in college
studies, entitles the student to A B. in Chicago.

Instruction is Now Offered in
IHhACADEMY-Course of four years, preparing for the best Collem
and universities. Special courses offered.
THE NORMAL SCHOOL-Embracing the best practical instruction for
teachers.
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE-Extensive instruction in ail kindsof business,
including: banking, stenography, typewriting, telegraphy. Intenor to none in the country.
THE SCHOOL OF LAW-A complete School of Law, under competent inTHE SCHOoT n?'APT ^B ""^-T^ ° ' * " •'^°0- Excellent law Library.
THE SCHOOL OF ART-Presided over by an artist of recognized merit
fr^TT^u''^"
i°'°'' "^hing, monotype. Correct academTHF SPHno, on°m',c';r"«'' '^"'''o equipment.
THE SCHOOL OF MUS C-Piano, Pipe Organ, Violin. Mandolin. Guitar
in Harmony
' ^ ^^P"ien«d artists. Instruction by mail
Stetson University is located in one of the most ITfS5„it,-f„i +
foi- Its great healthfulness. It is seven miles fmrufhaT
^ ' ^ ° ' ""^ beautiful Florida. The location is noted
famous Blue Springs.
' ' ^ ^ *^^ ^^^^e DeLeon Springs, and about that d i s t a n t from tbe
Excellent Church and Sunday School facilitipv, A A^ ,
pant Buildings, Lighted by Electricity, Heated bv stpnt
^""^ ^"^^"''^^ Community. Seven New and Blenoual work in the State. A.faculty of twentySght pTrlSr'
' ' l ° ^ ^ ^ ^ ^«^Pl«te material equipmenf for educaMarked Success. Laboratory work in all blanches R ^ I Z
' ' ' ° ' ^''^^^''^^ ^"'t"^^' Wide Expo.ience and
n dicals of the country constantly on file. An "xce lent W n i ^ "T ''' ' ' " ' ' ^ ° * ^ ' ^^^h over 75 of the Leading Penn 1 containing a magnificent coUection of bounfper o d I ' f v f ""^'^'^ '' ^^'^"t 10'0«> Volumes carefully selecttl.0 leadmg American magazines and reviews
"^''^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^J^^h virtually includes complete sets of
A special equipment of casts and other stnrtJn ^
r.
academic methods of instruction are feature.sTthe A r t T r f ' ' ' " " ' " " ' ^ " ^ ^
-^^ thorough'
A most successful Department of Mu^.v Z ! ' department.
most a p X j ^ i l n r " " " ' " ' ^^"^^^^^^-^ ^nuC^aTit^^
'' ''^''^' eon.servator.es are used.
Ta S r
n ' ' v r r ' ' " ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « f Pl^^«^
containing the largest variety of tl.

;'". :Smer'^^ '^'^ ----'" --.sties irp^oiidivr c/outtdi" ^^^r"^ "-^"^^"
Large Turfed Athletic Pield. .ootball and B .
' ' ""
' ""^''^"^ ' " "
: ^ Z r : : ^ ^ r ^ ° ^ " * - - ^-"^tv^e^rb^^
f eHBlcyde Path. Shell Tennis Courts. Eveie. Will receive unsurpassed advantages of homefnd g l e T c u l t u r ^ ''"' " ' ' " ' ' ^ '''^' *^"^' ' ' " " ' ' ° ' ' ' '"'

